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SECTION I: INTRODUCTION 

I. General Introduction 

This study of the eoology of the native red squirrel was carried 

out in a mature Scats pine plantation in central Fife, Scotland, 

from November 1966 until September I 969. Certain additional 

Forestry Commission data was available from April 1965. The study 

is ooncerned with both the population of squirrels in this plantation 

and the resources of that population, in particular its food 

resouroes. The relations between these two aspects of the squirrels' 

ecology are also considered. 

The red squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris L., 1758) is a Soiurid rodent 

which is distributed through much of Eurasia, from Ireland and Spain 

to Japan. Ellerman & MorrisonScott (1951) list 42 subspecies of 

this squirrel, but it is unlikely that all of these are warranted, 

for they are partly based on pelage aharacteristios (see Miller 1912), 

which show considerable polymorphism in certain regions. In the 

British Isles there is one endemic subspecies (Sciurus vulgaris 

leucourus Kerr, 1792) characterised by the gradual bleaching of the 

tail and ear tufts from the autumn moult until the following summer, 

and by the lack of a dark form (Miller 1912). However, the situation 

in Scotland is oomplicated by the past introduction of foreign sub- 

species (see Section III). The subspecies in regions adjacent to 

Britain are: S. vulgaris varius of arotio Soandinavia, S. vulgaris 

vulgaris of southern Scandinavia, and S. vulgaris fuscoater of the 

north-west European coast from Germany to France (see distribution 

map in Sidorowios 1958). 

According to Walker (1964) there are about 55 species of squirrel 

in the genus Sciurus. In Europe, however, there are only two further 



speoies represented, one endemio - the Persian squirrel (S. anomalus) 

in the Cauoasus and into Asia, and one introduced - the North 

Amerioan grey squirrel (S. carolinensis) found only in the British 

Isles. 

The red squirrel is an essentiagyarboreal mammal, for it sleeps, 

rests, reproduces, and spends most of its aotivity periods in the 

trees. It exhibits great agility in the tree canopy, but when it 

ventures onto the ground it is more hesitant and alert. In contrast, 

the grey squirrel is bolder (Southern 1964) and more often seen on 

the ground(Brink 1955). 

The distribution and abundanoe of the red squirrel in Britain 

suggests a habitat preference for mature oonifer woodland; it is 

known to forage for food in younger conifer stands (pers. obs.). 

This squirrel will, however, inhabit mixed and deciduous mature 

woodlands for in Scotland it oan be found in deciduous woodland in 

Argyll and Aberdeenshire; in continental Europe it is found in all 

three woodland types. 

Over much of its geographical range the pelage of the red . 

squirrel has two main colour phases, with a range of intermediate 

forms, and, although the phases interbreed freely and can occupy the 

same forest, this polymorphism shows a relatively stable distribution 

(Zawiozka 1958, Voipio 1969). Studies on the local occurrence of 

the colour phases in Denmark (Spirck 1936, Mortensen 1965), Germany 

(Lhring 1928), Poland (Zawoizka 1958) and the U.S.S.R.(Serebrennikov 

1931, Ognev 19&O) showed a distinct correlation of the dark or 

black phases with high altitude, high precipitation, and with spruce 

(Picea), fir (Abies), and beech (Fagus) woodlands. Conversely the 

light or red phases were assooiated with low altitude, low precipita- 

tion, and with pine (Pinus sylvestris) woodlands, while intermediate 



habitats showed the widest range in colour variation of pelage. 

Some authors oonsidered the topographical and olimatic factors more 

important, but the island of Fyn, Denmark, which is low lying and 

has a relatively low annual rainfall, has exolusively the dark form 

(?&ok 1936). Thus the vegetation of the habitat is apparently 

the important proximate factor, so that the red phase is associated 

with pine forest,, with the exception of the dark phase predominating 

in Pinus cembra forest (Serebrennikov 1931). This implies that in 

Britain, where only the red phase occurs, the primary or main habitat 

of the red squirrel is Pinus sylvestris forest, while other types of 

woodland form secondary or marginal habitat. 

Compared with the introduced grey squirrel, there has been little 

research in Britain on the ecology of the native red squirrel. To 

quote the Handbook (Southern i964), p. 269/27O:- 

"Little known about social organization, home range, migration 

or dispersal. ------Very little information on densities in 

different environments, population turnover, distribution and 

causes of mortality and factors of natural regulation. ------ 

FOOD Casual information only." 

In contrast there is a wealth of information on American Sciurus 

species, to which reference will be made in the text as appropriate. 

A brief review of the main literature concerning the red squirrel will 

show considerable gaps in the knowledge of its ecology. 

The status of red squirrels in Britain was considered by Harvie- 

Brown (1880/l) and Barrington (1880). A sequence of subsequent 

aocounts discussed the historical distribution of red and grey squirrels 

and the reasons for their fluotuations in number (Ritchie 1920, 

Middleton 1929, 1930, 1931, Moffat 1938, Shorten 1954), while a 

parallel series of papers chsrted these distributional changes, 



particularly with respect to England and Wales (Middleton 1932, 1935, 

Parsons & Middleton 1937, Shorten 1946, 1953, 1957b, Lloyd 1962). 

Many short notes and papers on squirrel status in restricted regions 

of Britain have also appeared (for example Benham 1953 for Dorset, 

and Hewson 1953 for Easter Ross), while Clegg (1970) examined the 

introduction of alien subspecies of red squirrel. 

A certain amount of basic biological information on the red 

squirrel in Britain is available in early mammal texts, especially 

Millais (1905) and Barrett4amilton & Hinton (1921). However, 

these contain some incorrect and unsupported statements; Barrett- 

Hamilton & Hinton (1921) for instance erroniously suggested that 

only one litter per year is produced in Scotland. Modern accounts 

of basic squirrel biology by Shorten (1954, 1962a, 1962b) showed that 

only oasual information is available on most aspeots of its ecology. 

Davidson (1968, 1969) provided further observational information, 

but the presentation lauked a critical approach. An outline of the 

reproductive cycle has been given by Rowlands (1938), of the, seasonal 

pelage changes by Thomas (1896), and of disease as a mortality factor 

by Edwards (1962), Vieoso et al (1964), and Visoso (1968). Gibb 

(I%@, in one of the few quantitative studies undertaken, investigated' 

the feeding of red squirrelson cones in pine forest during work on 

the ecology of tit mice (Parus species). The damage by squirrelsto 

trees has been the subject of many short notes (for example Brand 

1951, White 1962), but Shorten (1957a) provided the only overall 

survey. There is no published work on population dynamics and 

dispersion of British red squirrels, though Shorten& Courtier 

(unpublished) ha ve oarried out a short survey at Thetford Chase, 

Norf'olk. vizoso ( I 967) reviewed the control of both red and grey 

squirrels. 



There is oonsiderably more information on red squirrels in the 

rest of Europe. Much information has been published on feeding and 

damage to trees in Finland (Vartio 1946, Pulliainen 1963, Pulliainen 

& Salonen 1963, Rajala& Lampio 1963, Pulliainen& Salonen 1966), 

Germany (Hornung 1952, Creutz 1953), Czechoslovakia (Turzek 1959)and 

the U.S.S.R. (Danilov 1941, Naumov & Lavrov 1941, Boetticher 1958). 

A convenient summary of Soviet work on squirrel ecology was given by 

Ognev ( 1940)) while Raspopov & Isakov (1935) provided further 

information on basic biology. ,Population structure was considered 

by Kiris (1937), and population fluctuations by Blomqvist (1879), 

Formosov (1933, 1935) and Kiris (1941). Also available are aooounts 

of reproduction and early development (Eibl-Eibesf'eldt 1951, Frank 

1952), disease (Ljubimov 193fi), activity (Saint&irons 1966) and 

movements (Mortensen 1965). Lampio (1948, l952) considered the 

various factors influencing squirrel numbers from the management 

viewpoint. 

There has been no detailed and integrated study of the population 

dynamics and dispersion of the red squirrel, and only some preliminary 

attempts to determine the relationship between food resources and 

population size. The present study attempts this integration but, 

of necessity with such a broad ecological approach, can examine the 

problem only superficially. 

To see that such integrated eoological information is required, 

one only has to consider the squirrel:man interaotion. The squirrel 

is a potential economically important forest pest; the red squirrel 

can do, and has done, oonsiderable damage to commeroial forest trees, 

especially to oonifers. The damage takes the form of stripping bark 

near the crown of the tree; subsidiary damage consisting of removal 

and eating of buds, shoots and cones also ocaurs. Suoh barking 
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damage only becomes serious, apparently, when squirrels are at high 

population densities (Pulliainen & Salonen 1963). When the damage 

is actually or potentially serious, control measures in the form of 

shooting, trapping and drey poling are applied, and can cost 

considerable time and money. No effective alternative that will 

minimise or prevent damage is currently available. Red squirrels 

are also possible carriers of tularemia (Olin 1942 quoted in Shorten 

1954) . 

In some countries, however, the squirrel is not regarded as a 

pest speaies, but as small game providing considerable shooting sport; 

in the U.S.A. squirrels are second only to rabbits and are the most 

important gsme animal in Finland. In Eastern Europe, the U.S.S.R. 

and Canada the squirrel is valued for its pelt, and its flesh is 

eaten in certain areas. Minor industries utilise squirrel hair for 

paint brushes and anglers' flies. 

Whether the squirrel is regarded as a pest or as a resource fok 

man, some form of management.& squirrel populations is necessary. 

Before this is possible, it is essential to know certain basic fasts 

about squirrel ecology, and it is towards an understanding of these 

problems that this study is directed. 

2. Aims of the Present Study 

The aims of this study follow from the discussion above; they 

can be tabulated as follows:- 

i) To determine the population size, its structure, and the 

dispersion of squirrels in a seleoted area of habitat. 

ii) To determine qualitatively and quantitatively the food 

eaten by that population. 

iii) To relate, wbre possible, the population findings to the 

food resources. 



After sections conoerned with the study area and the red squirrel’s 

history and biology, the thesis consists of three sections dealing in 

turn with the aims stated above,. considered as a set of three questions, 

The question: "How many are there?" is concerned with the popula- 

tion size in the study area, and the struoture of this population, 

namely sex and age ratios, and the dynamics of population recruitment 

and losses. This is based largely on an extensive live-trapping 

programme, but also includes the results of sight observations, drey 

surveys, and carcase examination in the laboratory. In addition 

population dispersion and the social system in that population axe 

oonsidered. 

The question: What do they eat?" is concerned with all aspects 

of the food and feeding of the population. The seasonal pattern of 

food items taken is established for each year, based on observation 

and on feeding signs.' Quantitative assessments of the main food 

items available and eaten are based on a number of field techniques, 

including assessments of damage to trees. Feeding behaviour and 

activity patterns are derived from extensive observations of wild snd 

captive squirrels. 

The question: "How do food resources relate to population size?" 

is concerned with the integration of the two previous lines of study. 

An examination is made of the ways in which food may directly or 

indirectly affect the population, and a discussion of the factors 

which may influence population size is given in X!latiOn to Current 

theories of population regulation. This results in a statement of 

the resource (habitat) requirements of the squirrel, and the manage- 

ment recommendations that follow from this. 

The red squirrel has a number of advantages for this type of 

study. It is diurnal, is fairly readily trapped, and withstands 



repeated handling. Its nesting sites are readily identified, and 

it leaves obvious signs of its feeding, In the present study area 

it shows dependence upon one food supplier, the Soots pine, for almost 

the whole year; the individual main food items, cones, are easily 

located and counted. This makes it a particularly interesting 

subject for the investigation of the mammal/resource relationship. 

However, there are a number of disadvantages to the red squirrel 

as an object for study. The three-dimensional nature of the 

habitat, that is, the additional ground/canopy dimension, adds 

complications; due to the fact that the red squirrel spends most of 

its time in the canopy there are difficulties of observation. It 

is difficult to attach coloured markers, and when attached the colours 

are very difficult to distinguish in the canopy, due to the contrast 

between the squirrel's silhouette and the light sky. The sexes are 

indistinguishable at a distance, so that interactions between unmarked 

squirrels cannot be fully interpreted. In addition, it is a difficult 

mammal to keep in captivity, unless reared by hand from an early 

stage of development. 



SECTICZJ II: TH3 SyJDy jJ(JA 

1. Location and E:s+ent 

Tne field work for this study was carried out at Edensmuir Forest, 

near Ladybank, Fife, on the east coast of Scotland, grid reference 

NO 29VOYY ( see Figure 2::). Ladybank is situated in central Pife, . 

in the area known as the Home of Fife; it is A4 niiles S.S.W. of 

Dundee, and 23 miles N. of Edinburgh. 

Edensmuir Forest is owned by the Forestry Commission and consists 

of a number of scattered woodland blocks, mainly coniferous, 

totalling about 2,000 acres (Figure 2:l). The block selected for 

the present study is a fairly isolated unit immediately to the west 

of Ladybank; it is referred to hereafter as the Study Block. It 

includes compartment numbers 1 to 15 inclusive (r'orestry Comission 

designation) and consists of 123 planted hectares (305 acres), mainly 

of mature Scats pine (Pinus svlvestris) woodland, details of which 

are given in subsection 4 below. 

This area was selected for a number of reasons. Forestry 

Co;nmission evidence indicated that it had a fairly high population of 

red squirrels, and that grey squirrels were completely absent, though 

they were present in small numbers in some nearby woodlands. It was 

a convenient size for study, and its relative isolation was a 

considerable advantage for a population study; to the east of the 

Study Block the town of Ladybank stands between it and other conifer 

blocks, while on the other sides it is surrounded by open agricultural 

land with no woodland for considerable distances (see Section IV). 

The fields are bounded by wire fences, which afford no shelter to 

squirrels on the move, in contrast to walls or hedges. Finally, 

there had already been some Forestry Commission research on this red 

squirrel population, and a number of squirrels had been marked. 



Figure 2:1 Edensmuir Forest. Fife 

The location of the scattered blocks of woodland which comprise 

Edensmuir Forest are shown; these blocks total about 2,000 acres of 

mainly coniferous woodland. 

The 305 acre Study Block, immediately to the west of Ladybank, 

is shown in solid black, while the other blocks are outlined and 

indicated by conifer tree symbols. 

Scale: one grid division represents one kilometre. 





2. History 

According to Edlin (1969), the lands on which the forest stands 

belonged to Lindores Abbey, Kevlburgh, in the twelfth century. It 

is known from an old map, dated A651;, that the area north-nest of the 

Study Block was once a bed of "Loch Rossy", at that time the largest 

sheet of inland rater (over 300 acres) in Fife (Barbieri 1857). 

This loch was drained in 1740/41 (Sinclair 1792) by an artificial 

channel (Rossie Drain) leading to the River Eden (old map 1775), and 

yielded damp summer pasture. The River Eden itself was straightened 

and deepened about 1787 (Sinclair 1792, Thomson 1800). Both the 

drain and the straightened river are prominent features adjacent to 

the Study Block. 

In 1691 the Earl of Melville and Leven, who owned these lands, 

bought fir seed (Smout 1960). Taylour (1722) stated that "Edens 

moor” , formerly of littie or no use, had been largely planted with fir 

trees by the Earl; "fir" refers to Finus sylvestris. Further 

reports (Pennant 1776, Beatson 1794, Anon 1845, and Barbieri 1857) 

mentioned extensive fir plantations at Edensmuir; this is supported 

by old maps, dated 1775, 1801, 1827, 1846 and 1854, which show woodland 

over the whole of the present wooded area. Sawmills were present at 

Edentown and Ladybank (maps dated 1854, 1903/4 and 1927). Thus there 

has been a continuous history of conifer woodland in the area since 

the end of the seventeenth century. 

Edensmuir Forest was acquired by the Forestry Commission in 1922, 

and consisted of large and old Scats pine trees (D. Macpherson, pers. 

comm.) which were clear felled and replaced v;ith young trees between 

19.23 and 1933. Since then there have been at least four thicnings, 

most of the timber being used as pitprops in the Fife coalfields to 

the south. This is interesting because squirrel-damaged timber can 

1; 
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be seriously weakened in strength (!'fatson 1947)) and the fault may 

pass unnoticed where it has healed over. However, with many recent 

closures of local pits, this timber outlet is declining. Xuch of 

the thinned timber now goes nor?': vo pu12 mills, though some is used 

locaily for fencing, for ra=aberrg posts and as SZmi ti3er. 

Despite the presence of conifer woodland in the area for over 

,250 years, red squirrels have not been present for that length of 

time. Squirrels were extinct, at least in lowland Scotland (see 

Section III), until they were reintroduced in the eighteenth 

century. The squirrels in Fife probably derive from a few intro- 

duced from Englacd to Dalkeith, Uidlothian about 1772 (hiarvie-Brown 

1880/l). These escaped, became established, increased and spread. 

They first reached Fife in 1825, near Dysart, spreading over the 

main part of the county between 1834 and 1859 (harvie-Brown 1880/l). 

They were noted at Karkinch at r'alkland, just to the south of 

Edensmuir, in 1834, and by 1854 they had become numerous in the Howe 

of Fife, to the east of Cupar, including the woods around Ladybank 

junction and at Melville (Harvie-Brown 1880/l). According to 

Rintoul & Baxter (1935) squirrels became scarce again in Fife after 

1900, but increased again later and were not unco,mmon by 1935. 

Forestry Commission squirrel questionnaires(unpublished) for the 

years 1956 to 1966 show that squirrels at Edensmuir Forest were 

numerous and increasing up to 1962 when they became relatively 

stable in numbers. The first damage by them was noted in 1960, 

but was described as minimal. Serious damage occurred from 1963 

onwards and control measures were started; 14 were trapped in 1963, 

and 27 shot or trapped in 1964 in the whole forest. Control was 

then terminated in the Study Block for research purposes. 
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In 1967 over 5% of the area covered by state forests and 34s of 

the area covered by private forests in Fife had been pianted with 

Scats pine (Crooke 1968), so that, although squirrels have been 

present in the area for only 'IGO years, they are likely to stay in 

the foreseeable future. 

3. Physical Features 

Topogranhv: The forest is situated in a flat valley, between 

two ranges of hills - to the north the eastern extension of the 

Ochils, to the south the Lomond Hills. The Study Block is at low 

altitude (40-46 metres, 130-150 feet, a.s.l.), and there is a gentle 

downward slope from north to south. 

Soil: The Howe of Fife is very fertile, yielding good cereal 

and sugar beet crops, but the area around Edensmuir has rather poor, 

shallow soil (Thomson 1800, Edlin I 969)) which is very sandy and 

suitable only for afforestation. 

Geolom: The substratum consists of fluvioglacial sand and 

gravel overlying conglomerate of the Upper Old Red Sandstone series, 

which has a southward dip (Geological Survey map). 

Climate: The area is characterised by cool but sunny summers, 

and generally cold winters (Berry 1968). Meteorological data is 

available from Leuchars, 12 miles N.E., and from Dundee. 

The mean annual rainfall at Edensmuir is in the 25-30 inches 

( 635-762mbw ; Leuchars has 26.7" (678 mm) per annum (19 6/1950), 

but there is considerable annual variation. The wettest months are 

July and October, followed by August and November; the driest month 

is April, followed by March, February and June. Snow can fall from 

October to May, with February as the peak month; figures for Dundee 

(1956/1965) suggest a mean of 22 days of snowfall per annum, with 

snow lying on 20 days per annum. 



Annual air temperatures at Leuchars (1921/1950) show an average 

maximum of 53.4'F (ll.Y°C), an average mean of 47.3% (8.5'~), and 

an average mirximum of 41.2% ( 5.Y°C). The coldest months are 

January and February, but necther shams a mean ZZX~XEI -0~10~7 32'2 

(OOC) . The warmest month is July, x5-kh a mean maximum of 65.7'~ 

(18.7'C). 

Air frost at Dundee (1956/-1965) occurs from October to April, 

reaching a peak average of 14.4 days/month in January; ground frost 

can occur all the year, with an average of 24.9 days/month in 

January. Leuchars (1921/$950) h as a mean total duration of 1470 

hours of sunshine annually (i.e. 4.03 hours/day), July is sunniest 

(mean 6.85 hours/day), while January has least sun (mean 1.69 hours/ 

dad l 

The prevailing winds at Leuchars (I 956,/1965) are from the W. and 

s .w . , and secondarily from the E. (i.e. from the North Sea). Annual 

average windspeed is 9.2 knots/hour, with an average of five days 

per year recording winds over 33 knots (totalling 8 hours/year). 

Other mean annual climatic data for Leuchars can be summarised as 

follows:- 

CLOUD Cloud amount (1956/65) 5.6 octas 

HUMIDITY Vapour pressure (1922/35) 9.7 mbs 

Relative humidity 0700 hrs (1922/35) 83: 
11 11 l300 hrs ( 1' ' ) 73% 
II 1, 1800 hrs ( “ “ ) 8% 

FOG Fog at 0900 hrs (1956/65) 10.1 days 

Hurricane: On the night of 14/15.1.68 a hurricane blew across 

central Scotland, with gusts up to 73 knots at Leuchars, and caused 

considerable windblow to trees over a widespread area; Fife was 

prticularly badly hit. At Xdensmuir an estimated 62&,000 hoppus 
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3 feet (22,464 m ) of trees vlere blown do-;Jn in the whole forest 

(Gorrie 7968), and the Study Block itself was badly affected (see 

subsection 4). 

4. The VeTctation 

The vezetction is csr,sidercd here in two parts, the tree and 

ground layers. The tree-layer of the Study Block consists largely 

of mature Scats pine (9%; 114.5 hectares), though there is some 

young Scats pine (2%; 2.2 hectares), and mature larch and spruce 

(5%; 6.5 hectares). Full de tsi1s of trie sscies content, age and 

height of each compartment is given in Table 2:l. Figure 2:2 

indicates the compartments and subcompartments of tne Study Block. 

The mature pine trees range from 39 to 49 years old (in 1969, 

allowing for an age of 3 years at planting), and are in yield classes 

80-100. They are mainly 14 to 17 metres (45-55 feet) in height, 

though some reach 18 metres (60 feet); the normal diameter of the 

trunk at breast height (130 cm; 4’3”) is 22-28 cm (7-y"). The 

habitat in cross-section (Figure 2:3) can be divided into several 

layers. The ground-layer, dealt with below, contains a number of 

cut tree-stumps. The trunk region Is relatively bare of branches 

and foliage, which are concentrated into the canopy-layer at a 

height of 9 to 15 metres (30-50 fee-b); at this level the branches 

of adjacent trees are close enough in most areas to allow squirrels 

to pass freely alorg uithin a compartment. Above the main canopy 

rise the treetops, forming a further discontinuous layer referred to 

here as the cror;n. 

All the Scats pine including the young trees produce cones 

readily. A very low number of Corsican pine (Pinus nipra) are 

mixed by accident with the Scats pine, but these are too few to 
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Table 2:l The planted firea. of the Study Block. Edensmuir Forest (19681 

comportmsnt Sub- Average Year . 
OODp.¶Z-tmeAt Tree species planted "(":fr' 

Range* 
(f-1 

Hectares Acres 

1 Pinus sylvestris 1933 62 39-45 2.2 5' 

2 b' Pinus sylvestris 1930 47 41-52 1 .o Picea abies 1930 BLOWR 0.2 2 # 3 
b’ 

Pinus sylvestris 1923 52 48-58 7.3 18 
Larix leptolepis 1923 

5% 
0.8 2 

0 P.syl.& L.lep.4 1923 0.4 1 
4 b” Pinus sylvestris 1923 ;: 47-55 6.1 15 

Larix leptolepis 1923 3 
1 Pioea P.Syl. abies & L.18p.* 1923 1923 4~{56 Z 0.4 13 

5 
b” 

Pinus sylvestris 1923 44-57 10.5 2: 
Picea abies 1923 

:i 
0.2 i 

6 Pinus sylvestris 1923 51-54 10.7 
7 b” PiAUS SylV8StriS 1932 

:: 

35-44 11.5 

$4 ? 

Pinus sylvestris 1953 12 0.8 
8 

it 
PiAUS SylV8StriS 1924 51 48-58 7.5 1;s 
Pinus sylvestris 1953 13 0.4 1 

9 
b' 

Pinus sylvestris $924 50 47-54 8.9 22 
PiAUS 8ylvestris 1953 0.4 

10 b" PiAUS SJ’h’8StriS 1924 46-55 Pinus sylvestris 1953 ii 0'2 
11 Pinus sylvestris 1926 4736 3.0 

l$ 

7T 
12 

b" 
Pinus sylvastris 1926 

;: 
48-59 3.2 8 

Larix X eurolepis 1926 67 0.6 1' 
13 

b" 
PiAUS Sy1V8Stl'iS 1925 52 47-55 11.9 29 $ 
Pioea abies 1925 BLOWN 0.8 

14 
b" 

Pinus sylvestris 1925 
Pinus sylvestris 1929 

:: 49-55 13.0 3: 
0.4 1 

0 Picea abies 1925 0.8 2 
15 

b" 
Pinus sylvestris 1924 ;z 46-60 8.9 22 
Picea abies 1924 BLOWN 1.0 24 

Pinus sylvestris 1923/26 51 44-60 99.4 
Pinus aylvestris 1929/33 46 35-52 15.1 

2455 

Pinus sylvestris 1953 

2 
2.2 

377 

SUMMARY Larix spp. lY23/26 
57 
7z 

Picea abies 1923/N 48 ;:1 9 

123.2 3o5 

l Based on 8 measurements per subcompartment, POreStrY commission 
data; range given for mature pine. 

+ f30/20 proportion (0.3 Ha pine, 0.1 Ha larch) 

-+ 40/6o proportion (0.2 Ha pine, 0.4 Ha lrroh) 



Fimre 2:2 Study Block, Edensmuir Forest 

The large-scale outline map, based on the 6" O.S. map of the area 

and modified by aerial photographs taken on 8.6.1969, shows the Study 

Block. The compartment numbers and sub-compartment letters are 

indicated; reference should be made to Table 2:l for a key to the 

conifer species, ages, heights and areas involved. Solid black 

represents unplanted areas within the Study Block; these have been 

excluded from area calculations, though a certain amount of pine 

regeneration is now occurring within them. 
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Figure 2:3 Diagrmmatic representation of the habitat 

The habitat within the Study Block is shown diagrammatically in 

cross section. It can be divided into four vertical layers (see 

text), and corresponding heights in feet and metres are indicated. 
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affect overall estimates of cone production. Both kinds of larch 

produce fertile cones3 but the spruce produces only a few cones and 

these lack seeds. 

The density of the mature pine v~as estimated from six randomly 

located 50 a x 50 m squares (2,530 sq.m) in Con>artments 8 and 9, 

based on the gridding of that area (see Section IV), in July 1969. 

By counting all standing trees and recent stumps (from trees blown 

down by the 1968 hurricane) within the squares, estimates were 

obtained of tree density before and after the hurricane (Table 2:2). 

Estimate of pine trees/ha before gale: 1379 (S.E. 6.6$) 
Estimate of pine trees/ha after gale: 1041 (S.E. 5.C$) 
Approximate loss due to the gale: 24.5% 

From these estimates, further estimates of the total number of mature 

pine trees in tne whole Study Block were obtained:- 

Estimated mature pine trees before gale: 157,896 (S.E. 6.6%) 
Estimated mature pine trees after gale: 119,195 (S.E. 5.0,%) 

It must be emphasised that in spcies content, age ard density, 

the tree-layer is very uniform, due to its artificial origins. The 

Study Block was planted with 9% of the area covered by Scats pine of 

more or less even age, and at a predeter&ned density which has been 

modified by controlied thinning. This permits generalisations from 

sample areas to the whole Study Block with more certainty than is 

possible with woodlands of less man-influenced origins. 

Ground-layer: The overall composition of vegetation of the 

Study Block other than the tree-layer is su,mmarised below, representing 

so-called 'dominant' species. Certain species which produce berries, 

and are therefore possibly of importance to the squirrels, are 

considered in further detail in Section V. 
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Table 2:2 Fee comb $3 5th x 5021 sausres 

S.E. of IJean: 
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Shrubs 

Sambucus nigra 

Sorbus aucuparia 

Ground-layer vegetation 

'i?? 1 -:,",-- I -i--i .:ti . 23 Her3s 

Chamaencrion aspstifoiium Agrostis spp. 
Dryc;ltcrls 'Lc;rreri Scscha~~~cu flexuosa 

Dryopteris 2~ktztn D: c.-P.-~~. pl 2, -us CL‘ rrr-j J s 

Rubus f.vticocuo Galium saxatile 

Rubus idaeus Hypnum cupressiforme 

Plagiothecium undulatum 

Fleurozium schreberi 

Polytrichum f ormosum 

Vaccinium myrtillus 

Physiognomy: t'ne shrub species are present only in Compartment 1. 

However in some compartments underplanted young trees, namely Picea 

sitchensis (Compartments 3, 4, 12, 13, i5), Abies andPagus 

(Compartments 8, 9) form an open layer. The tall herb species vary 

in abundance between compartments, tending to form areas either of 

fern or of raspberry and bramble. Rosebay wiliowherb is most 

abundant in open areas and compartment margins. D. dilata is much 

more abundant than D. borreri, while patches of raspberry tend to 

occur in damper areas. In some areas the tall herbs are absent. 

The herb vegetation consists mainly of a dense mat of D. flexuosa, 

mixed with fiat cushions of moss. This grass forms tall, dense 

flowering clumps in open areas created by windblow. V. m.yrtillus 

may form extensive patches, 5ut grows oniy to a height of 30 cm. 

Seasonal changes: there are few prevernal herbs, Oxalis 

acetosella being most noticeable in some areas. In late spring the 

vegetation is dominated by ,oro:dng ferns, and rather localised patches 

of herbs like E. saxatile, I.:elamc>ma r;ratense and Circea lutetiana. 

The tall herb species develop in summer, forming a mosaic of fern, 

grass and other herbsabout one metre high, with patches of raspberry 
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and bramble; the herb species develop most in the absence of such a 

cover. In late summer and autumn large fungi, such as Russula and 

Boletus species, become proi;L:ent, with saprophytic asconycetes on 

tree stumps and dead vfood. Ferns and grasses remain throughout 

wirrterp the former 3ro7ning until rotting away in early spring. 

Compartmental summary:- 

Compartment I: Open shrubs, very dense tall herbs: C. angusti- 
folium, Urtica dioice, D. dilatata and R. ideeus 
-ially thick here). 

Compartment 2: Tall. '. :;s dense, R. idaeus and R. fruticosus: 
patch of Sorbus aucu?aria and Acer pseudoplatanus 
at E. end. 

Conuartnents qa L: Sparse tall herbs, mainly ferns. 

Compartments 5 & 6: Extensive areas of V. myrtillus. 

Comnartment 7: No tall herbs; many windblow openings with 
numerous birch seedlin,-s. 

Compartments 8 & 9: Semi-closed tall herb cover. Prevernal layer 
of 0. acetosella prominent. Pyrola minor present. 

Compartment IO: 

Compertment 11: 

Compartment 12: 

Similar to 8 & 9, but areas of V. myrtiilus 
extensive, dense fern in southern part, and birch 
seedlings abundant. 

Dense tall herbs, R. idaeus,R. fruticosus, ferns, 
U. dicica and C. sngustifolium. Rich in herbs 
e.g. iingelica svlvestris, Valeriana dioica, Holcus 
le.ratus Dactvlls glomera-kznd Heracleum sphondylium, 

AU--t) -&- 
especially adjacent to Rossie Drain. 

Exposed to I'?. winds, and has been grazed by cattle. 
Southern part rich in tall herbs, but most a 
mixture of grass species, Anthoxanthum odoratum, 
Agrcstis spp., H. lanatus, D. glomerata with other -- 
herbs, especially adjacent to Rossie Drain. 

Compartments 13 B I4: Dense tall herbs, especially ferns. 

Compartment 15: Dense, very tall herbs, ferns, bramble and raspberry. 

Comparison with other pineirioods: CaLluna vulgaris end Erica spp. 

are present in exceptionally low densities compared wit’n tie unplanted 

Scottish pine NOOdhIdS. The herb layer corresponds with the type 
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described by Steven& Carlisle (1959) as Ccrmunity Ko. 4, which is a 

Deschamcsia flexucsa Zypnaceous moss co,mmunity, said to occur on drier 

soils; there appears to be no equivalent type described by Burnett 

(wW. Ingram (7~68)~ descrit:.::; "Y-0 flora of $Lanted pine woodlands 

in the Dundee area, mentioned several sgecles noted here. 

5. The Fauna 

The forest is unenclosed and open to public access; people, 

however, keep mainly to the rides, but t:.Ar dogs often enter the 

compartments catlsing, for exam$c, scme disturbance to traps. There 

was much disturbance in the year folloiving the 1968 kuricane, when 

contractors' men with tractors gradua lly cut and removed the windblown 

trees; this disturbance, though considerable, was only temporary. 

There are a number of carnivorous mammals and birds in the Study 

Block which are potential predators of young or aduit squirrels. 

Fox (Vulpes vulpes), stoat (Kustela erminea) and weasel (1.:. nivalis) 

are resident in tne forest, v:hile mirk (Y. vison) and otter (Lutra 

1utra)occasionally frequent Rossie Drain, adjacent to the Study Block. 

Long-eared 0x1s (Asia otus) nest in t!le forest, sometimes using old 

squirrel dreys, while kestrels (Falco tinnunculus) are frequent 

visitors and buzzards (Buteo buteo) are occasionally seen over the 

area. Carrion feeders, such as black-headed gall (Lards ridibundus), 

herring gull (L. argentatus) and carrion cro?v (Corvus corone) are 

frequent, and might take juvenile squirrels. 

Numerous mammals and birds are present which are potential 

competitors for known food items of the squirrel (see Section III). 

However, the crossbiil (Lox5.s curvirostrz), which rarely occurs in the 

area, is the only serious potent in1 ccmpetitor for pine cones and buds; 

it was not observed in the Study alock during the field work. The 
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jay (Garrulus glz.ndzrS.gs) sad grr ', i; -spotted woodpecker (Dendrocopos 

major) are frequent, as.d both -Lii cak pine seed in minter, as well 

as insects. Of the seed eaters, the wood mouse ( Xmx!.ezus svlvaticus) 

ma.y take pine seed on the grout,'., in addition to buds, berries, 

insects and fur@. 

Potentially competing for less important parts of the squirrels 

diet are other seed and fruit eaters such as broWn rat (?,attus 

norvegicus), pheasant (Phasianus colchicus), woodpigeon (Columba 

palumbus), chaffinch (Prlngilla c'o elebs) and dunnock (Prunella 

modularis). Of the specialist insectivores, some take mainly 

ground-living invertebrates, including IIlOie (5T'ilDa ci:ro32ea), common . 

shrew (Sorex areneus)g pygmy shrew (S. ninutus) p woodcock (Scolopax 

rusticola), wren (Yroglcdytes troelod:ytes), blackbird ('i'urdus merula), 

song thrush (T. ohi1ome1os), mistle thrush (T. viscivorus) and robin 

(Erithracus rubecula). Others, such as the tree-creeper (Certhia 

familiaris) specialise on insects of tree-trunks, while yet more take 

insects of varying sizes, including willow warbler (Phglloscopus 

trochilis), goldcrest (Z?er;,2.;.s regulus), blue tit (Partis caeruleus), 

great tit (P. ma,jor) and coal tit (P. rter). The ground herbivores 

present, such as rabbit (Orvctole~~s cuniculus), brown hare (Lepus 

cspensis), bank vole (Clettrionomgs glarzol.~s) and roe deer (Capreolus 

canreolus), probably compete little with squirrels, except for fungi. 

In addition, certain invertebrates are potential competitors for 

food resources. The Scats pine has a long list of associated insects 

which will attack the bark, foliage, shoots, buds and cones (Southwood 

1961). The larvae of Dioryctria abietella (Lepidoptera) occur in a 

small percentage of the cones within the Study Block. Slugs perhaps 

represent the main potential competitors for fungi, 
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A number of animals already mentioned have potential intirect 

effects on squirrels. Thus a number prey 0:~' insects which atttck 

various parts of the pine, for exzz?le the 2bUCbZit coal tit; this 

situation has been co:;s:Gzreti 1:; C.e<;::11 by G133 (:szz) as-3 Lack (1966), 

while Gibb (1958) studied tke ii%eraction of tits and squirrels 

preying on eucosmid larvae in pize cones. Others are predators of 

animals which share with squirrels such seasonally limited foods as 

berries. 
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SECTION III: THS SOUIRF,"L 

1. Past History 

Squirrel fossil rc_:Lns are :C2espread in Europe, but uncommon 

(Lye11 1863, :I',;;rten 2553); this scnrci-ky c" fossils is presumably 

d;o to its arboreal habits. According to I:-.. -ten ('1968) the genus 

Sciurus has beg. _ _. _ , .;.:‘G I since i.k:.a Miocene, with S. whitei 

Hinton a~gze:.:? 1 ,- * CI.LilI"^UL bd v**v &oaern red squirrel, which appeared 

over ICd,OOO years ago. In Britain,fossil evidence is confined to 

East Anglia; Lye11 ('1863) recorded the presence of fossii sp-uce 

cores in the Crams;- Forest Bed series, vihich are dated as early, 

pre-glacial Pleistocene by Vest (?968). Remains of S. r:rhitei 

(Hinton 1914) and S. vulqaris (B. :~!cWilliams pers. comm.) are known 

from the same series, confirming the presence of squirrels in 

Britain prior to the Ice Ages. 

It is improbable that suitable habitat for squirrels occurred 

argwhere in Britain during the southernmost extensions of the ice 

&eets. It is highly probable, therefore, that the present native 

red sqkrrel population arrived after the retreat of the last southern 

ice sheet, IO-15,,000 years ago, but before the land connection with 

the Continent was severed, at least 7,000 years ago (dates after 

West 1968). It would follow that our distinct subspecies has 

developed in the subsequent time period. 

Tiiere is little evidence concerning the early distribution of 

the squirrel in Britain, and it is unce.U -'ain whether the red squirrel 

is native to Ireland (Adams :!380, BT::-rington 1880, Hervie-Brown 

1880/l, Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton 1921, bloffat 1938). however its 

more recent and considerable fluctuations are fairly well documented. 

The account below is confined to a brief summary of the past history 

in Scotland. 
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Evidence from early sources, such as carvings, herald-y, poems, 

manuscripts and place names, confirr;' ‘e presence of the squirrel in 

Scotlar.2 within historical times. .;as noted by Gordon (1630) in 

Sutherland and by Sibbald (1684) ;n southern Scotland. iiarvie-Brown 

(1880/l;, while making a strong c2so for its presence in Scotland 

north of the Firths of Forth and Clyde UT to the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, c:l;A-balcd-,-e& -.- -Lo have -v ken always absent from 

southern Scotland and northern En,l "'and until it was introduced in 

the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. EVES (3692), 

however, disagreed with tXs view and considered it co have been 

indigenous to the Lowlands. There is little doubt that it had 

become extinct in southern Scotland by the beginning of the eighteenth 

centuy, probably ov:ing largely to widespread forest destruction in 

t'he Lowlands ; it also came to the brink of extinction in the 

Highlands during the late eighteenth and early nineteen& centuries, 

but it is not certain rinether it actually became extinct (Xarvie- 

Brown 1880/l, Ritchie 1920). It is quite possible that it survived 

in parts of Inverness-shire (such as Aothiemurchus, Harvie-3rovm 

1880/l), East Sutherland (Hewson 1953), or even Argyli. Again wide- 

spread forest destruction, which occurred later in the Highlands than 

elsewhere in Britain, was ;jrobably the cause of its decline, for 

this coincided with the period of maximum clearance. Other, but 

less likely, explanations, such as a sequence of severe winters, 

abundant predators, and disease have been proposed. In England and 

Tales, where the woodland cover had increased since the much earlier 

destruction, there are no parallel recorrk of squirrel scarcity 

(Shorten 1954). 

Squirrels were reintroduced into Scotland at a minimum of ten 

sites between :772 and 1872 ( Sarvie -3roxn 1830/'1) . Xost were 
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imported from Englanc, but there is one recorded instance of intro- 

duction of S. vulqerls v:;l;:arls 2~:: Norway or Sweden at Dunkeld, 

Perthshire ii-. 1793 (Harvie-Brorm <t?n7/1)J and probably other such 

alien introductions occurred.. :l?;;S 9 sj.;;.-;ings of . ~ dark scuirrels 

south of Zdini:urgh, *- -Acentif'-ie& 3T' L ',‘I y-1. y---s _ .c *~,pcnl=ler, have been 

noted from 1860 to the present day (IIarvie-Brown Se&O/l, Shorten 

1954, skins in the Royal Scottish :.:useun, B. Cooper pers. comm.). 

Kost of these reintroductions became established and spread; 

extensive replanting from the late eighteenth century on-cards 

probably aided the rapid expansion of the red squirrel's range, 

v,hich was ~11 documented by iiarvie-Brat:?? (1880/<) and Ritchie (19X). 

A period of abundarice followed 9 from 1860 to 1900, reaching a 

peak after 1890; this occurred zhzoughout the British isles. Here 

a series of severe winters v:as follovred by a rapid increase in 

numbers. A great deal of damage to economic forestry plantations 

was done by the squirrel at this time, and control measures were 

instigated. In northern Scotland the Highland Squirrel Club was 

formed for this purpose in 1903, and operated for about 30 yea-s 

(Ritchie 1920, Shorten 1954). 

However, around 1900 a crash in squirrel numbers occurred in 

certain parts of Scotland, spreading rapidly to other areas. 

Although this coincided with the period of intensive control measures, 

it is thought that epidemic dise ase accounted for this dramatic 

decline, which occurred in most parts of the British Isles at about 

the same time (Shorten 1954). It has been suggested that this 

disease was imported with the grey squirrel, but Shorten (1954) 

referred to a case of disease before the latter mere introduced, and 

a similar disease is common among red squirrels in Pinland (Lampio 
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Squirrel numbers had, hov;ever, recovered by 'i530 (Xintoul& 

Baxter 1935), end they hzvc been Common in Scotland since that time, 

though never reaching tL-oir late <S:h century abundance. i:'ith the 

extensive present-day ?lantlng of conifers in the Zghlands, a 

period of abundance could resul-L in the future. 

There has not bcec a v;;ldespread replacement of red by grey 

squirrels in Scotland; f-;-is is k~nn to have occurred on Loch 

Lomondside Cthin the past twenty years, but a similar decline of red 

squirrels in the absence of grey is rey,orted from ?arts of Galloway 

(unpublished information). The grey squirrel popuibtion of Scotland 

has not h&d cop&act ml",',1 ";I--ci i;l 12-q-1 b,ar,d at aziy time since its 

introduction, and has not sho;;z such ra$d spread as the English 

population. In Engiand and ;'iales there is good evidence to show 

that, over much of the area o:‘cu+~~ ; -;I by pey squirrels for a total 

of ten to fifteen years, red squirrels disappeared, but decline also 

- . occurrea in areas without grey squirrels (Shorten ? 946, 1953, 1957$' 

The cause of decline is ob~~iousiy co~plcx; some form of habitat 

com?eti.tion seems to be involved, but it is not a simple case of 

replacement. Once the grey sqcirrol has occupied deciduous wood- 

land, the red does not a??ear to move back into what for it is 



mugincl h&aite+;; tk.2 ~'~rcy-$c~.:~~ 0" .k>;e red sqairre; in so~;-lh~,-~ 

Znglmd z-2 mainly $xe ~occllznl~ (2.~. T:;etford Ckase). in '!iales, 

bcYh s:?ecf.es occur In cLose ?1^c;:I::;.:y 1:: r?r:r ~"eas, a.nd hrve done so 

fcr a numbor of y:zs (Shc::ten :5$, :$jj, -i' r?q ~trd unpublisYLed 

Fez-2stry ccmI~ssior: i2.L) . 

1nst -;ces of Grec;$ m..?l-e -.,,--' G~.,L~~..,;~ betmen tke two species hme been 

recorded (Xiddloton ?yj:, Shorten "1-33,) J kut this does not seem to be 

an important fee-;;or. vizcso ( 'i cjsq recectiy reviewed the theories 

concerriing the decline of the red xAuirrei during t:his ce.ntury, 

grouping them irto those Nhich ccrisider the introdxed grey squirrel 

resporaible directly or indirectly, rnd those ;.:ich consider 8 reck+ 

tion in fwourable habitat responsible in some xay. The au:;hor 

considered the role of dsezse md stress in this context and 

suggested scme lirics of reseerch '~0 clar ify their interpretation. 

2. presep.<; ~:isty~~~;: i-09 

The most recent published surveys of squirrel distribution in 

Scotland (Shorten 1957% Bow 3968) were based mainly on Zoorestry 

Commission questiorxi.2ires, and only considered a short time period. 

Pigure j:l indicates the known distribution of red and grey squirrels 

in Scotiacd for the period ;95C to ?369, ccmpiled from both r'orestry 

Coxmission and other sources; so:;;? chaage has occurred during this 

timespan in certain ioczlities but, 6s red squirrels show G tendency 

to considerable periodic fluctu&tion oi’ten varying from s. three to e 

ten year cycle (Xlonqvis-t <87c/, Foraosov 1935, Lampio 19@), a iengthy 

period of study is reqdireii to e2.cinate such short term vzzktion. 

Figure 3: 1 shows that the re(;: squirrel is widespread on the 

Scottish mainlzcd, but the only island iL is present on is Arra, 

presumably because ~2' ix2 of Lxccss.?ui introductions on the other 



Figure 3:l Distribution of red and grey squirrels 

in Scotland. 1950-1969 

The map shows the known distribution of squirrels in Scotland for 

the period 1950 to 1969. The presence of red squirrels is indicated 

by horizontal hatching, and of grey squirrels by vertical hatching. 

The information on which this map is based has come from the 

following sources:- 

a) Forestry Commission questionnaires. 

b) Mammal Society National Distribution Scheme. 

c) Personal communications. 

d) Personal observations. 
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presum&ly its &-2sence is due to i.iz in23ility as yet to disperse 

across the large open arens. The troy squirrel, in ccntrast, is 

largely res'irk';ed to the cerkral Loclerd beit cf Scotlad, from 

centr&l Fife to Dunoiirtonshirz, rescking north to St. Tilirns c;nd 

Dunkeld and south to Glasgow x-id GLashiels. It has not occupied 

211 the eppsran-i.dy suit&le h&bi.L;~i 0,' deciducus ZZTL mixed woodiznds, 

for it is totzily 2bsezt i'rGii1 Aberdecnshire, Argyil and L.-L-way. 

Some aSeas of overlrp vS;ih tka red squirrel occur, espccitily 

towards the frir;es of it3 r&Age. 

3. Bekeviour Patter-s 

In this section considera-.Aon lj given to beheviour of the red 

squirrel, znd the anz,",omicC er5 -$~ysiological b;skgrocA for this. 

A ten-b&tiv:: cl.a,ssificatlon of l;r.onr. ‘ixhzviosr pcittcms is given. 

Xuch infOrmstiGn is avtilabie 2k'G;:i published sources and from 

personal observations of the &uthor. In ti,e remain&or of the thesis 

reference co the J.attez is zbb;-;~i~-;a& to '2isld for observations 

on wild squirrels, espoci&ly ~1 -;;hz StuCy bloi;h, and 'Captive' for 

observations on squirrels in cz.-;.,li-Lty. 

Behaviour is cGnsido;L, until' ;;;'o koadiri;2 each further sub- 

classified, nzn;ely 'Ir&vii;usl S&Lviour* 2nd 'Social Dehzviour'. 



I, , P, -.. , round the body iseli aL* '.-j 20 - '.\'-- dorsal aSi laterii.. regions d _...-" 

nre covered (a3r;'i~;t-~~~-~i.Ito:-? E: EIr,",C7l 1921 , C2ptive) . In 

",klis nosir~3~CA~ -';'?e sc.;<yzc> ,3-;. - ; s~~y.,~~:-r-. ,J 2zZ cw. be wrprised 

i- -.* A >," z do I &-,y \:-Tz&&.y: :. ye';.:;-. ;35;, ,.-,'I ( 52': ; ;'i, - .: : i; q.yj'iivej . 

ZX>J I-;;.:", crs p‘;L-~v'.L~&J&,& 2 >‘&A~; t>+&2; ,;;;L-L-.<~, ;-&er;;Y;c 

during the wir~tar (e.g. Bell Is-/L;), ins_3i:e tke fact that 3vaX 

(1892) had noted thrt ;;hey were active durir,g all months, and 

this belief has persis-tied to the presmt day in ckiltien's 

sto,ries . J&y&one (:S;j) considered that -ihey hibexxte, 

except neaz tosris r&se;-2 -kere is vrarmzh 2.d 2302.; ::11iai s ( I 905) 

1 tinought f&& there ,,yas p2;"ViL* hi3ern2tiOn, _ r&ils Thorburn (3920) 

suggested that there T~CL Ii-;tia hibernation. There is no 

hi.berlztj.on (~crre~t-~arii~kxi 6% Eirkoc 152: p 3'ield) p a.k 

squirrels cannot go for z.ore -L;har. 2 fox days mithout seeking 

food, even in adverse r;rr-&er toniLtior,s of &eel, snow or 

continuous wind (Shortes $954). 

IESTING . The squ-irrel :?iil rest in the cirey or a seciuded 

@ace during daylight, often without sledpirg, soztines sitting 

at the drey entrarxe with fwefeet daz?,-llng, head upriGht and 

eyes open (Captive). Alternatively, it will rest sprawled 

flat on branches in t’ne shade, on hot sunny days (Shorten 1954, 

Pield); in ttiis position it is ,fully stretched with droo$ng 

tail and eyes partially shut (Zield, Captive). It returns to 

the drey or hide-out for resting after periods of high activity 

(Shorten 1954, Captive). 

The squirrel will also pause during novesent, so that it is 

more or less stiil ar,d the tail is bent fomards over the DO&;, 
. _I 

with the tip reil;urvel siigi;tljr (B~~~ett-Eiair~i~~ '-"on& iiinton ?921) 

and the foref'cet dangling or folded t3:'~sds the chest (Photogra$x 
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L, squirrel can be active in the half-li,-ht of da;;n (3'ield)2 

and is ~0s~ active in the early ;ilorrLps, soon after dawn, with 

a lesser activity peak in the late afternoon or before &sk 

(Shorten -I 954, Southern 196.!+, Cestive). There can be a minor 

I-. 

Activity is re&cced or s';o~?zd by adverse weather CorLitiozs, 

particularly high yi;-lcd, heavy ;"zin, m 2sep SLOW, but is also 

reduced by ice, frcosing temperatures and rist (Shorten 1954, 

Southern 1964). however it has bee;1 observed active under 

conditions of intense cold (3gmv 1940). CoAitiozs of reduced 

visibility are ob.Lously a danger to an ar'ooreal nazkk. 

Darling (jp>~> note& <ha-k bc::; y;ll~ e;-i captive grey squirrels 

are affected by hu&ti-by, and t:hc: sexe effect ha beea o‘oserved 

in red squirrels (Ca>-;ivc>; ox dry days they are active and 

quite tame, v:$.l.e on daq d2ys -Lhey becoce relatively lnsctive 

and shy. 

On the grouafi the gz.1t consl;;s or" 2 soA.es of short ieaps, 

with the litios in ~ai,-s and Ihe t~L_l LG;-etchci Sac:< (Zarrett- 

Hazilton & Kintoil 732:) ; the hi;;d Il2bs are disproportiocately 
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three para llel screlskes i’rCj3 ti~.e Ci~,.iS (Shorten 1954, Southern 

1964). Descent is head firsk tnd more jerky, wit'n the body 

. - pressed fiat ag;ln;t 'ihe bark, the leas szite xays, and the taii 

held straight behind and i'luffed (Shorten 1954, Field). The 

squirrel often ~unps the les$ ,‘aw feet to the ground (Shorten 

1954, Field). The curved claws are long, sharp and laterally 

compressed, well adapted to climbing. According to Xillais 

(1905) a squirrel can hang by a single claw; it can certainly 

hang by oniy two ciaws (CapLive). The tail is used i’or 

balance on slender tuigs (Xiilals <9Oj), but squirrels have 

been observed testing thin branch- ‘-3s before venturing onto them 

(Xeld). A sqJirre1 was seen balancing on the top wire of a 

fence (la. Cooper pers. coizm.). 

Tine squirrel snows great agility in J.aping; the tail is 

held out stiffly beiiind, slightly c~;~ved, acting as a balancer 

and rudder (Shorten <95&, 3rink lgjj, PieX). Ths f>af'fed 

tail, the spread limbs, act -&a ioosc ski;1 of tiyz flanks- act as 
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a p2rachute to sustain the height (3ell '1874, Barrett-Hamilton 

& hinton 192'1, Photographs Gf landing and jumping in Shorten 

1962'cJ). In tkis :vay leaps of ;eversl fcck betc:oen brenches 2re 

possiC;e, -0u-l if -;kz sq-L;;;i-rcl aizj:r@ss, it r_zx ~o~:i;;~l;r sustein 

a fall from _ - a co:-.sldcr:ol~ _ b:.b4 ;-L=&'.“" l&:ri;i;q,- ffe& &yJfi &~Q~-crJ-i;;y 

without injury, 2nd can hove 0Ir.f immediately (Shorten 1954, 

Field). 

Squirrels are 2bie to svrim, r:ritk the limbs submergsd and 

the t2il on9 or just below, the surface (Shoxen '1954, Photographs 

in Shorten ?962b). The hind legs provide the impetus while 

the forefeet trzii (Shorten : 962b). 

On open ground, the stimulus to ciimb to escape danger is 

strong; there are 2ccouc;s of squirrels cli.Lljing onto a man's 

head to escape dogs (Barrett-~axiiton& Einton 192'1, Hortensen 

1965). * Disxiaced grey sa_uirrels are able to home C-ox a 

distance of sever21 mi' ses (Fiungerford & Vilder 19&-i, Plyger 1955). 

PLAY. Young squirrels show play activity (Xiliais 1905, 

Captive). Eibl-Xibesfeldt (:'$51) considered that the instinc- 

tive motions were missing during such play, and that social 

restrictions were removed. In pursuit and fleeing play the 

main emphasis wes on escape, 2nd many spontaneous climbing 

games were included, Fr2nk (1952) noted play with the mother 

soon after the young ventui+~d outside the drey. 

CACHING. There are several authenticated cases of food 

storage in tree hollows or dis.dsad dreys; the food store often 

conteix beechmast, but acorns, hezelnuts and sweexhestnuts 

have also been found (Shorten Is3&. Eosiever, 2x51 large-scale 

storage 2ppenrs to be excep-Lcnal; more usually food items are 
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buried singly or in small groups at random (Barrett-Zamiiton & 

Hinton 192$, Southern <~6i+). 3.3"'r-' Y- v Av-Ao of Too2 is a response to 

in autumn when abundant nast is a-/ailable, 2nd its uportance 

obviously increases v;ith the severity of climate \ 'Shorten 1954). 

In the Study Block, where mlsst vas not available, no evidence 

of storqe was found. Anotter fGiZ" of focd storage, also not 

observed in the Study Eiock, is the pl2cii;g of fungi in tree 

clefts, stipe domnxards (Earvi C-ijrG;;?l 1880/l). 

b) Ingestive i3e;';~viour 

r'Z?JING. The red quirrel is herbivorous, feetine; nainiy 

in the canopy (Shortcn i954), and food collected on the ground 

is usually c;rried up a tree [So~uthern A964), or taken to some 

elevated tree-stump or stone (Ziilais 1905, Tieid), before it 

is eaten. After a fresh fall of snox in the Study 3iock, seven 

of a sample of 50 stumps within a small area had been used by 

squirrels, 

Food is i;;itialiy detected and selected by saeli (Irank 

'4 952, obvious snif?irig by captlva sqG.rrels L and then nibbied 

and tasted before being eaten or rejected, Attached foods 

( cones, nuts, etc.) are gn2wed free with the incisors iA 'yield), 

and picked up and carried in the nc:~$h (Skorten '1554, Zield, 

Captive, Photograph in.Shorten Sq62b). $L squirrel is iibie t0 

hang upside-dor;n to collect beechmast (Barrett-Xamiiton & Zinton 

1921) or cones (Tield;. 

To extract, axi e;t tii=c cdl';le parts, the food is held to the 

mouth xith the forefeet (Zzrrctt-:a milton & Hinton q921, Captive, 
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Cases are held viith tke Sase tow.rds the mouth, and the 

scales of the cone are ;::z~ed off in tan, r;?ile tte co:-ie is 

rotated to expose the seeds. Clnly the seeis are eaten, 

leaving t:;e wings) and the tip of ti;e cone which contains no 

seeds ( Barrett-Haxiiton & Eli~ton 1921, Captive, iL-LcLC) ; the 

rejected corn core, bra&s a& ::.I c?- .- ̂  typicei sqdirrai ^ "A..., 

fee&zing signs. T;yJ'is ;tTe ;-,slI;. by zi?e izger ecd, zzd a hole is 

nibbleci at the other en2, in which the loner incisors are 

inserted to break off a Ian-;;-;e piece of Skel.2.; this is repeated 

until the kernal can be extracted (SIiliais 1905, 32rratt- 

Hamilton& Hinton 392: , Captive) . 

Tine food trken vrric:s seasoneiiy; Table 3:l lists the 

food items taken by raZ squirrkis and is derived from the 

literature and fros pcrsont; observation. 

Captive squirrels shoT;led preference for certtin food items, 

but this preference varied niLi circumstances. Thus a squirrel 

which had been fed on one footi iti;..;. for a iOrG period showeti 

preference for most otiidr foot;; items y;hen O;'feRd; the prefer- 

ence could be reversez in other trials. Ag.22, when food v:as 
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2. Ftems gnwed at 13 the . 7 T.Z,d : 

Zones a.zd =--.tlers' X x 
Bark and wood x x x 

3. Additional foo2 itezzs not ncracliy available in the wild: ' 

Zxotic r&s 5 X X 
Xaize and snalZ gai:? X x x x 
Xscuit alli dog bisc;iit X X 
Xly seeds 6 X X 
Carecay sty X s 
Greenst&$ X 
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and tends to be ccnfined to localised deposition sites, though 

it is also exitted viler. the sqkrrel is alsmed (Cagcive). In 

grey squirrels it has been sho:/il xhat urine &position is 

connected with markirg sites (Taylor 1968), and this tight be 

tne case with red squirrrls. 
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(Shorten 1962b, Field, Captive). Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1951) 

described various postures assooiated with oourtship, aggressive 

behaviour, submissive behaviour and defensive behaviour. 

h) Development of Individual Behaviour 

Young squirrels show certain innate behavioural patterns, 

while others are learnt by practice (Captive). The development 

of behaviour by young squirrels in captivity has been described 

by Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1951) and Frank (1952). 

The basic aotivity pattern, the postures and vooal sounds, 

the collection of nesting materials and building of dreys, the 

gnawing habit, and the burying of nuts are all shown in hand- 

reared squirrels without prior demonstration. Cones and nuts 

are dealt with clumsily at first, and much praotice is required 

before adult efficiency is reached. Climbing and jumping are 

also improved with practice. 

B. Social Behaviour 

a) Sexual Behaviour 

COURTSHIP. Courtship ooours mainly in the first half of 

the year, often with several males in pursuit of a female in 

oestrus (Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton 1921). As males and 

females cannot be distinguished exoept in the hand accounts of 

oourtship should be treated with caution; Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1951), 

however, provided a detailed account of courtship and mating 

behaviour in captivity. It is a lengthy process, starting well 

before oestrue and proceeding in stages during which the 

female's shyness is gradually reduced. They are said to be 

monogamous (Bell 1874, Johnstone 1903, Barrett-Hamilton & 

Hinton 1921) or polygamous (Shorten 1962b). 
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PREGNANCY& BIRTH. During pregnanoy the female lines the 

drey with soft material during a heightened phase of nest-building 

(Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1951, Frank 1952, Field). The male, who was 

dominant to the female during courtship, is now dominated by her 

(Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1951). Birth has not been described. 

b) Epimeletic Behaviour 

MATERNALCARE. During development of the young the female 

is aggressive towards the male, attacking him powerfully when 

he is near the breeding drey (Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1951); a similar 

defence of the nest, but only to the limits of the d.rey tree, 

was noted for the grey squirrel by Shorten (1954). Thus the 

male parent takes no part in the rearing or defence of the 

young. If disturbed, the female may remove her young to an 

alternative nest site, with the young carried in her mouth, 

the abdomen or inner limb surfaces (the young have loose skin 

here) held between the female's incisors and the juvenile 

wrapped around her neck (Barrett-Hamilton& Hinton 1921, 

Shorten 1954). This is similar to the transport of rolled-up 

nesting material (Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1951). The female grooms 

and suckles the young at intervals (Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1951). 

When the young leave the nest the female plays with them . 

(Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton 1921, Frank 1952)) and passes solid 

food to them by mouth (Millais 1905). Protective behaviour 

extends beyond the weaning period. A juvenile and an adult 

squirrel were disturbed on the ground in the Study Block; when 

ascending a nearby trunk the adult exposed itself to full view 

while the juvenile olimbed slowly up on the other side. 

MLJTUAL CARE. Some mutual grooming has been observed 

(Captivity). 
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o) Et-epimeletio Behaviour 

CARE SEEKING. Juveniles frequently soream when handled, 

whioh sometimes elioits a response from an adult (seen to be 

female on one occasion), who approaohes ohucking or making quiet 

noises (Field). 

d) Allelomimetio Behaviour 

CO-ORDINATION. Vocal sounds are exohanged between squirrels 

some distance apart in the oanopy, for answering calls can be 

heard (Field). 

e) Ap;greRative Behaviour 

GROUP FEEDING. Red squirrels are generally oonsidered to 

be solitary but have been observed feeding in loose groups 

(Lemnell pers. oomm., Field - See Section V); communal feeding 

is most noticeable when squirrels converge on an abundant mast 

crop (Field). 

MALE GROUPS. According to Brink (1955), males out of the 

breeding season form small groups; grey squirrels are known to 

make oommunal use of dreys (Shorten 1954, Southern 1964). 

f) Dispersive Behaviour 

RANGE & DISPERSION. These topios are considered in detail 

in Section IV. According to Southern (1964), the site of the 

home range of the grey squirrel varies with food oonditions and 

sex, that of the male being larger than that of the female. 

DISPERSAL. Dispersive movements of grey and ftvc squirrels 

occur in autumn (Allen 1943, Shorten 1954). Wanderings of red 

squirrels over open ground were noted by Barrett-Hamilton & 

Hinton (1921). 
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MASS MOVEMENTS. Mass movements of red squirrels, 

apparently oonneoted with food failure, have been recorded in 

Finland (Lampio 1948) and the U,S.S.R. (O&nev 1940); they are 

also known in grey (Shorten 1954) but not fox squirrels (Allen 

1943). 

AGCNISTXC BEHAVIOUR. Red squirrels have been observed 

fighting and ohasing (Mills38 1905, Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton 

1921, Field) but, as with courtship behaviour, sexes cannot be 

distinguished at a distance and accounts have to be treated 

with caution. However, Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1951) has again pro- 

vided a detailed account of such behaviour in captive squirrels. 

Such aggression inoludes threats (long ear tufts laid backwards, 

lower jaw thrust slightly forwards and teeth gnashing) and 

attaok with the teeth, as well as acoompanying vocal sounds. 

In defence, the threat noise is uttered (sharp squeaking), but 

the ear tufts are raised. The female, and the male out of 

season, use only the calls and teeth gnashing. 

The tails of squirrels are often damaged, sometimes with the 

tip missing, presumably due to fights (Shorten 1954, 1962b, 

Field). Some form of sooial dominance, of the type observed 

in captive squirrels (Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1951, Captive), is pro- 

bably involved, and will be disoussed further in Section IV; 

fights to the death are, however, uncommon amongst grey 

squirrels whioh exhibit similar dominanoe (Shorten 1954, 1962a, 

Fly&= 1955). 

4. Basic Biology 

In this subseotion relevant features 

red squirrel are oonsidered; it inoludes 

live-trapping and observations within the 

of the basio biology of the 

material obtained from 

Study Block (see Seotion IV 
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for the methods used), as well as data obtsined from examination of 

squirrel csroases. These oaroases were shot or trapped from 

several forests in N.E. andE. Sootland, and examined fresh or stored 

in deep freeze prior to use. 

A. Breeding 

The timing of breeding varies from year to year, depending 

on such faotors as weather and preceding food oonditions 

(Shorten 1962b, Southern 1964); in fox and grey squirrels 

failure to breed may follow mast failure (Allen 1943, 

Southern 1964). Details of the morphology and histology of 

the reproductive orgsns of the grey squirrel, as well as an 

account of the seasonal cycle,were given by Allanson (1933) for 

the male and Deanesly& Parkea (1933) for the female. 

The female red squirrel oomes into oestrus during January, 

occasionally in December or as late as February (Shortenly62a), 

so that the first matings usually occur in mid-January (Shorten 

1962b). The squirrel is probably polyoestrus (Barrett-Hamilton 

& Hinton 1921, Asdell 1965), but there is no post-partum 

oestrus, or oestrus while the female is laotating (Shorten 

1 Wa, b) . This anoestrus period may extend to the moulting 

period, which according to Southern (1964) occurs after the 

young are weaned, during April/May and October/late December. 

However, a second mating may ooour six weeks after birth of the 

first young (Shorten 1962a, b), and mating continues until July 

(Brink 1955). The sex ratio in squirrel populations is 

apparently rather variable (Shorten 1 Y62b). 

-observed gestation period is about 38 days (Eibl- 

Eibesfeldt 1951); Ognev (194.0) suggested 35 to 40 dws. 



Births may ocour from January to August (Barrett-Hamilton& . 

Hinton 1921); Rowlands (1938) f ound pregnancies in every 

month from Deoember to July, and laotation from February to 

September. There are two main periods of birth, approximately 

January to April, and late May to August (Millais 1905, Shorten 

1954, 1962b), but Hugues (1938) suggested that three litters 

per year may ocour in Southern Franoe, while Ognev (1940) 

reported that up to four litters may be theoretically possible. 

There is said to be only one litter a year in Sootlsnd (Barrett- 

Hamilton & Hinton 1921)) but information on births and obvious 

pregnancies does not support this. 

All reoords obtained from Scotland: 

Date Evidence Source 

24.1 
23.2 

5.3 
10.3 
11.3 
23.3 
April 
April 

Hid-April 
21.4 
23.4 
29.4 

4.5 
17.5 
22.5 

1.6 
27.6 
'25.7 

August 
August 

Ad. Q early pregnancy, 3 young 
Naked young, litter size Unkn0~11 

Ad. Q aborted, 3 or 4 young 
Ad. Q mid pregnancy, 3 young 
Ad. Q early pregnancy, 2 young 
Ad. Q early pregnancy, 2 young 
1 litter 
1 litter 

Carcase 
H. Ostrorniok pers. oomm. 
Carcase 
Carcase 
Carcase 
Carcase 

2 young over 30 days old 
Blind hairy young 
1 litter 

Shorten (1954) 

2 juvs. barely weaned (60 gm) 
Blind naked young 
Ad. Q early pregnancy, 3 Yo~Q 

Ad. Q early preenamY, 5 Young 
29 day old young, 3 young 

Ad. Q early pregnancy, 4 Young 
Ad. Q mid pregnancy, 4 young 

1 litter 
Half-grown young 

J. Rowe pers. comm. 
Evans (1906) 
Caroase 
Carcase 
Field - see below 
Carcase 
Carcase 
Evans (1892) 
Shorten (1954) 

Litter size varies from on? to six, averaging three (Barrett- 

Hamilton & Hinton 1921, average of 20 litters, and Shorten 19%). 

Rowlands (1938) data averaged 2.9 (range 1 to 5) young per litter, 

and Shorten& Courtier!s(unpublished) data for Thetford from embryos 

and plaoental soars averaged 3.2 (range 1 to 6) young per litter. 

According to Shorten (1962a), litters over four are rarely raised to 

weaning. 



Females can breed at eight to ten months old (Asdell 1965), 

but it is thought that suoh females have only one litter in 

their first year while adults have two per year; in addition 

adult females have larger litters than first-year females, and 

summer litters are, on average, larger than spring litters 

(Shorten 1962a, b). Shorten & Courtier (unpublished) found the 

following sizes at Thetford:- 

Embryos 

Spring Litters: 2. range 2-4; sample 13 
Summer Litters: 4. range 2-5; sample 10 

Placental scars Mean 

range l-5; sample 22 2.9 
range l-6; sample 35 3.5 

The female has four pairs ofmsmmae. Young are weaned for 

a minimum laotation period of seven weeks, followed by a further 

one to three weeks partially on solid foods (Eibl-Eibesfeldt 

1951, Frank 1952, Shorten 1962a, b, Captive). This means that 

young beoome active and forage away from the nest at about 

eight weeks (Shorten 1954); the first aotive young normally 

appear about mid April (Shorten 1962b). They become independent 

of the female sometime after ten weeks old (Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1951). 

The information reviewed above has been summarised in Figure 

3:2, in the form of a generalised breeding timetable. For 

oomparison with the grey squirrel reference should be made to 

the diagram in Shorten (1954, p. 125). Rowlsnds (1938) found that 

males were sexually active at least from November to July 

inolusive. If eaoh mature female produces two litters per year, 

an average potential produotion of six to seven young per female 

oan be expeoted, while yearling females would average only two 

to three young per female. 



Figure 3~2 Summary diagram of breeding periods 

A summary diagram of the probable annual breeding periods of the 

red squirrel in Britain, based on information discussed in the text, 

is shown. In most years there are apparently two litters; the 

main periods of mating, births and appearance of active young are 

indicated by single hatching, while peak periods are indicated by 

cross hatching. Sporadic breeding (dotted lines) can occur before, 

between and after the main periods. Variation in timing and extent 

can be expected between years. 

From the reproductive viewpoint, the squirrel's year runs from 

November to the following Ootober. 
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B. Mortality 

Shorten (19%) considered that there is little predation of 

squirrels in Britain, the most important mortality faotors 

being'hard winters, disease and habitat destxuotion. Longevity 

of eight to ten years has been reoorded (Brink 1955, Ognev 1940), 

but probably few survive to this age in the wild for in grey 

squirrels only a small proportion survive beyond three or four 

years (Shorten 1954). 

Man is obviously a major predator when he attempts control 

by shooting, trapping or drey poking; however, work on fox and 

grey squirrels suggests that a considerable crop can be taken 

from a population without affeoting the breeding population 

(Allen 1943, Mosby 1969). Deaths due to road aooident are 

quite oommon (Field). 

Predation by oarnivores and raptors is probably heaviest 

on young and diseased animals which are less agile, especially 

when on the ground. The following predators have been 

recorded: stoat, pine marten (Martes martes), fox, wildoat 

(Felis sylvestris), domestic cat (Felis domestic), dog (Canis 

domestic), golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), goshawk (Accipiter 

gentilis), buzzard, kestrel (of young squirrels), andtawny owl 

(Strix aluco) (Alston 1865, Millais 1905, Barrett-Hamilton & 

Hinton 1921, Shorten 1954, i962a, b, Southern 1964). In a 

feeding study of the barn owl (Tayto alba), Czarnecki et al 

(1955) found only one example of red squirrel in 13,628 food 

items examined, Shorten (1962b) pointed out that squirrels 

are less nervous feeding on the ground when they are under 

cover, suggesting a oonoern for avian predators. Grey 

squirrels have been seen to attaok and kill red squirrels 
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(Shorten 1954), but most enoounters are non-aggressive (Shorten 

1962b). 
. 

Disease can cause considerable deaths in a population; 

'scab' or 'mange' appears to be the most prevalent type of 

disease, and one case has been desoribed in detail by Edwards 

(1962). Vitoso et al (1964) andvisoso (1968) described the 

isolation of a viral agent responsible for these symptoms. An 

adult female found dead in poor oondition on Brownsea Island, 

Dorset was sent for autopsy, and enteritis was suggested as the 

oause of death. One infectious disease (haemorrhagic septicaemia) 

was described for squirrels in the U.S.S.R. by Ljubimov (I 935). 

Parasites were present on all squirrels examined (pers. obs.), 

and Ljubimov (1935) listed two external and eighteen internal 

parasites. A mite of the genus Sarcoptes is oonnected in some 

way with tbappearance of mange, while a protozoan of the genus 

Eimeria causes coooidiosis which can be fatal (Shorten 1954). 

The following list of parasites has been reoorded on red squirrels 

in Britain:- 

Siphonaptera: Monopsyllus sciurorum 
Orchopeas howardi - -- Tarsopsylla octodecimdentata 

Soumes : - 
Shorten (1954) . __. 
Blackmore & Owen (1968) 

Lioer Enderleinellus niteschi 
Neohaematopinus sciuri . 

All Siphonaptera on 
oaroases were M ' 

Pol.yplsx sphaerocephala (R. Marriott p-7 

Tioks: I xodes ricinus 
Ixodes triangulioeps 

Helminths: Enterobius soiuri 
Trichostrong;vlus retentaeformis 
Ox-vuris acutissima 
Oxyuris ungula 

Natural accidents are probably rare, but starvation and 

poor oondition oontribute to mortality, for large numbers of 

squirrels die in severe winters (Yillais 1905, Barrett4ismilton 
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& Hinton 1921). A layer of fat, accumulated in autumn, is 

used up over-winter and has been absorbed by the following spring 

(Shorten 1954), so that the oondition at the beginning of winter 

would appear to be important. Shorten (1962a) observed 

examples of squirrels in poor oondition at Thetford in June; 

they were emaoiated, with bare patohes on the body, and 

harboured many liue. 

C. -Development 

A brief'desoriptive summary of the development of the young 

red squirrel has been obtained from Evans (1906)) Eibl- 

Eibesfeldt (1951), Shorten (1962a, b) and Southern (1964).. 

(For photographs see Shorten 196223.) 

At Birth: Blind, toothless, olosed ears, hairless. Vibrissae 
and white nails present. Toes oonneoted. Weight 
IO-13 &In. 

During 1st Week: Ears start to project. Lower incisors felt 
as soft lumps. Pigmentation appears over dorsal 
surface (5-6 days). 

At 1 Week: Hair develops and emerges (8 days). 

During 2nd Week: Forefeet toes separate (8-9 days), followed 
by hindfeet toes 11-12 days); body is oovered 
with a thin down 13 days). t 

At 2 Weeks: Lcwer jaw gums swollen. 

During 3rdWeek: Tail becomes furred (16 days) and body hair 
is short and dense (19 days). 

At 3 Weeks: Ears fringed with hair. Lower incisors erupt 
(20-23 days). Auditory meatus clearly visible. 

During 4th Week: Tail becomes brush-shaped (25 days). Eyelids 
with slits and lashes well formed. 

At 4 Weeks: Eyes open (28-32 days), and claws obtain fill pigmen- 
tation. Weight 50-70 gm. 

During 5th Week: Ears open (?), pinnae have 3 mm tufts at 
fringe. Upper incisors felt as soft lumps (34 days). 

During 6th Week: Upper inoisors erupt (37-41 days). 
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During 7thWeek: Begin eating solids (45 days) and can climb. 
Molars felt as lumps below gums. Explore. 

During 8-10 Weeks: Weaning occurs as mother ceases to lactate. 
Explore. 

At 10 Weeks: First dentition almost complete (PM l/l, M 3/J). 

At 16 Weeks: Has moulted juvenile coat, and milk premolar8 
are shed. Testes appears as small lumps in male 
(115 days). Weight about 200 gm. 

Suokling is painful to the female with the development of 

the incisors at about the seventh week, and a gradual transfer- 

ence to solid foods occurs; Shorten (1962a) noted that stomachs 

of 7-10 week juveniles contsin green shoots and buds, bark and 

starohy pulp mixed with milk. 

The third pair of upper molars are normally the last teeth 

to erupt, andmay not be fully developed when the milk teeth are 

shed (Shorten 1962a). The permanent premolar8 erupt and 

develop after 16 weeks; the full dentition is:- 

(PM?) PM2 Ml M2 M3 
PM1 Ml M2 M3 

'PMI' is a peg-like vestige; the incisors grow throughout 

life. The skull was described in detail by Barrett-Hamilton 

& Hinton (1921), while the full adult skeleton was depicted by 

Shorten (196213). 

Little is known of the dispersal of the young: in grey 

squirrels the spring young disperse from May to July, and the \i 
summer young in October (Southern 1964). 

D. Weights and Dimensions 

Weights and body dimensions of red squirrels were given by 

Millais (1905)) Miller (1912), Barrett-Hamilton& Hinton (1921) 

and Southern (1964.). Cranial dimensions were given by Miller 

(1912). The adult squirrel in Britain is smaller than most 
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continental subspecies. 

Table 3:4 lists the weights of squirrels live-trapped in 

the Study Block, classified by sex, age-class and season. The 

age-classes indicated are defined in the methods of Section IV. 

The weights for any partioular month are based on the mean weight 

of each individual squirrel during that month. No attempt has 

been made to exolude pregnant females, for carcase examination 

indicated that there were no definite external oriteria for 

deterudning pregnancy; thus a female weighing 445 gm dead weight 

was found not to be pregnant. The results show no deteotable 

difference between male and female weights; the heaviest 

weights occur during summer and autumn. 

Figure 3:3 indicates the weight development of three 

juvenile squirrels in captivity. These juveniles were taken 

from a drey at Edensmuir when they were 29 days old (dated from 

the development summary above), and hand-reared. From this 

Figure the approximate age of squirrels weighing between 100 

and 14.0 gm can be determined, and this information is used at 

the lower end of the graph in Figure 3:4. Live-trapped 

juveniles from the Study Block, weighing within this range when 

first caught, were fitted onto this line and their subsequent 

weights after known time intervals plotted. From this data a 

nearly maximum arbitary rate of growth was selected, and 

squirrels up to 220 gm when first caught plotted onto it, with 

their subsequent weights plotted at known time intervals. In 

nearly all cases the subsequent weights fell to the right of the 

arbitary growth rate, suggesting that it was maximum in most 

asses. Using this line, a minimum age oan be ascribed to 
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Figure 3~3 The weight development of juveniles 

The weight development of three juvenile squirrels, hand-reared 

in captivity, is shown from 29 to 123 days after birth. The 

weights at birth are from Ognev (I 940)) Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1951) and 

Frank (1952). 
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Figure 3:4 Weight changes in juvenile and subadult squirrels 

The initial weights (solid symbols) of live-trapped juvenilesand 

subadults in the Study Block have been superimposed on the upper end 

of the growth ourve shown in Figure 3:3 (solid line) and on an 

arbitary continuation of this line (dotted line representing a rapid 

growth rate). Their subsequent weights (open symbols) have been 

plotted at known time intervals. With the exception of two values, 

allgthese subsequent weights fall on, or to the right of, the growth 

line, suggesting that it is maximum in most cases. From this line, 

therefore, minimum ages can be ascribed to immature animals of known 

weight. 
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juvenile and subadult squirrels. Using the definitions gfven 

in Section IV, juveniles reach subadulthood in a minimum of 130 

to 140 days after birth, and adulthood in a minimum of 180 to 

200 days (6-7 months). In most cases it takes longer, and some 

individuals remain in subadulthood for several months. 

E. Pelage and Moult 

The sexes are similar in pelage; albinism is rare, and 

there is no dark phase in the British subspecies (though the 

introduction of continental subspecies has complicated this 

situation), while true melanism is very rare (Shorten 1954). 

The adult summer ooat is chestnut-red above, sharply 

demarcated from the white underparts; the fur is coarse and 

short (to 13 mm on the rump, Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton 1921). 

The hair on the crown of the head, the back and the limbs, is 

darker and greyer, and the body hairs are unannulated. The 

tail hairs are thin, buff or creamy-white. The ear tufts are 

pale and reduced, or absent. The palms and soles are naked. 

The adult winter coat is brownish-grey above, sharply 

demaroated from the white underparts; the fur is long (to 

23 mm on the rump, Barrett-Hamilton& Hinton 1921) and fine. 

The hair on the sides is greyer while that on the limbs is 

browner; the body hairs are annulated with brown and dull white. 

The tail hairs are full and blaokish, beooming dark-brown (430 

57 mm by January, Shorten 1954). The ear tufts are long (o. 351mn, 

Shorten 1954) and brown. The palms and soles are oovered with 

short, fine hair. 

The hair is shortest on the face, throat, abdomen, inner 

surfaces of the limbs and on the palms and soles. It beoomes 
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progressively longer and denser over the forehead, baok and 

flanks, reaching its longest on the rump, tail and ear tips. 

Juveniles have a ooat similar to adults, but redder. The 

spring litter has winter pelage for its initial coat, while the 

summer litter has summer pelage (Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton 1921, 

. Shorten 1954). Moult occurs soon after the young leave the 

nest (by 16 weeks), and they aoquire the appropriate seasonal 

ooa$ (Shorten 1954, l(j62b).. 

L&ing (1928) has oonsidered in detail the structure and 

pigmentation of squirrel hairs,, as well.as providing details of 

the moult of body fur, tail hair and ear tufts of squirrels in 

Germany, which are similar in most respects to the British ones 

except for the bleaching of the tail and ear hairs. Thomas 

(1896) first explained the mystery of the oomplioated pelage 

changes of our subspecies, and provided a convenient seasonal 

calendar of them. 

The body fur moults twioe annually, and the pelage is con- 

stantly changing in aolour and length; this gives rise to much 

individual variation as there are oonsiderable differences in 

timing. Each moult lasts about six weeks (Barrett-Hamilton& 

Hinton 1921). 

The autumn moult occurs in Ootober or November, starting on 

the back near the tail, working over the surfaoes of the thighs, 

spreading forwards along the back, and over the flanks and fore- 

limbs, finishing on the belly and undersides of the limbs 

(Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton 1921). Bleaching begins in November, 

soon after this moult, affeoting only the blaokish-brown pigments 

of the annulated hairs (not the rufous unannulated hairs of the 
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summer coat) especially in autumn and early spring, so that the 

whole animal is dull yellow-brown by February or March. The 

spring moult ocours in April or May, and shows a reversed 

sequence; it starts on the muzele and tips of the limbs, 

spreading backwards over the face, neck and flanks, and bodywards 

over the feet and limbs, finishing on the rump and posterior 

thighs (Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton 1921). Table 3:5 shows data 

from East Sootland on body hair moult,and indicates a much more 

varied timing of moult than the literature suggests. 

The tail hairs and ear tufts moult only once annually. 

New hair appears on the tail in late July or early August as a 

short blackish bristle among the sparse white hairs, proceeding 

from base to tip. The old hairs are lost by September, and the 

new hairs are fully grown by January. Bleaching starts at the 

tip in Ootober and November, and moves towards the base, while 

the hairs gradually thin. By June some squirrels have creamy- 

white tails, and most tails are white by the endfof summer. 

New dark brown ear tufts appear in September, growing until 

January (35 mm long, Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton 1921), when they 

start to bleach and thin. Host are lost by the time the summer 

ooat is aoquired, but some persist, becoming very pale. 

Tables 3:6 and 3:7 show data from East Sootland on moult and 

bleaohing of tail hairs and ear tufts respectively. The results 

for the tail hair show considerable individual variation, and 

that only a proportion of the tails have bleached significantly 

by the moult. The results for ear tufts suggest similar vari- 

ation. Despite this, almost all individuals show some degree of 

bleaching, suggesting that S. vulgaris leuoourus predominates. 
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F. Captivity& Tameness 

According to Shorten (1962b) and Southern (1964) the red 

squirrel favours shelter and seclusion, but Barrett-Hamilton & 

Hinton (1921) stated that it has little fear of the proximity of 

ma, and often enters parks and gardens where, if fed and 

encouraged, it can sometimes be tamed. There are several 

reported cases of 'tame' wild red squirrels in Britain (several 

pers. comms.), and in the city parks of Stockholm they are as 

tame as grey squirrels in British parks (pers. obs.). In the 

Study Block squirrels were not appreciably disturbed by the 

presence of man; they were observed and trapped close to where 

men were using noisy timber extraction equipment, 

In aaptivity,they are difficult to tame unless taken young, 

and ere apparently diff'icult to breed (Barrett-Hsmilton& Hinton 

1921). Survival is not good when they are taken as adults; 

Chalmers+itchell (1911) retarded that of 77 red squirrels in 

captivity the average survival length was 6 months after 

capture, and the maximum 20 months, compared with a mean survi- 

val of 153 months, and a maximum of 181 months (273 individuals) 

for the genus Sciurus taken as a whole. Of 20 squirrels kept 

in captivity during the present study, few survived beyond two 

or three days after capture; apart from the three hand-reared 

squirrels, only one individual survived more than three months, 

but this adult survived at least 20 months. 

Life spans of 8 (Barrett-Hamilton& Hinton 1921) and IO& 

years (Southern 1964) in captivity are recorded. A large 

exercise area, branches for climbing and rsised nest boxes are 

required; pyrethrum ponder is useful for removal of ecto- 

parasites. Squirrels tend to use their teeth on many articles, 
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and oan cause much deunage in this way (Barrett-Hamilton & Hinton 

1921, Captive). 


